Like many other manufacturing businesses, the smart card industry has been through a tough time in recent years, with demand seemingly faltering and prices falling. One of the markets that caused the most pain was the telecoms sector. It is by far the biggest outlet for smart card chips, in the form of SIM cards, and a bad performance here was always going to drag the performance of the entire industry down.

2001 was undoubtedly a transitional year for the SIM card market, as the changing fortunes of the telecom business hit home. Many suppliers were left with excess inventories and the future looked grim. One company, but by no means the only player, to get its fingers badly burned was **Orga Kartensysteme** in Germany. It had predicted much higher growth than actually materialised and ramped up its production capabilities to match. This is a mistake which employees at the company's Flintbek facility in Germany are now discovering to their cost.

For the telecoms industry, Eurosmart predicts a 2% drop in sales of memory cards in the telecoms business, from 950 million in 2002 to 930 million in 2003, but a growth of 12% in the microprocessor market, from 430 million to 480 million cards. This would be a net increase of 30 million cards, with growth coming in the more expensive (and lucrative) microprocessor end of the market.

If Eurosmart's predictions for 2003 come true then the telecoms market could once again become a profitable hunting ground for suppliers and this will positively impact the smart card industry as a whole.

Regional growth
===============

Growth in the SIM card business can come about in many different ways. Penetration of markets where there is a currently a low take up of mobile phones is one way. Persuading existing users that they need to change their phones is another. Putting SIM cards into devices other than a phone, such as a PDA, is also a possibility.

Last month's Eurosmart press release commented on the strong performance of the Asian Pacific market, which now accounts for 33% of shipments in both the memory and microprocessor markets. This is certainly one region where 'virgin' SIM card sales are being made with vigour. In China, for example, **Gemplus** has just announced its selection by **China Unicom** as a supplier of more than 10 million SIM cards for the second half of 2003. This was on top of a series of recent orders, including, most recently, one for 6.5 million cards.

While this order is impressive, one must look at the overall Chinese SIM card market to put it into perspective. According to the official **Xinhua** news agency, the country added an average of 4.68 million mobile users in each of the first five months of 2003. Even the effect of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) did little to dampen demand, with May seeing a small decline to 4.3 million new phone users.

3G
==

By anyone's standards the figures from China are impressive and spell good news for SIM card manufacturers. However, another area that had been predicted as a strong driver for SIM card growth was the introduction of new third generation mobile phones. Unfortunately, a surge in SIM sales for 3G phones has not yet materialised as predicted, but there is evidence to suggest that this trend may yet turn around.

Part of the problem is the poor quality of handsets and the expense of monthly subscriptions. Some in the telecoms industry have said that 3G handsets have failed to deliver on their promises. Specifically the phones were considered to be too chunky, to have a short battery life and to be expensive. Problems at this early stage could be terminal for longer-term adoption of 3G, say analysts, and this would be a significant blow to SIM card manufacturers.

However, recent news suggests that the critics may be wrong. Following a strong marketing campaign and (perhaps more importantly) a slashing in monthly tariffs and phone costs, the only UK 3G mobile operator **"three"** is reportedly making sales of 15,000 units per week.

On the smart card front, orders are now starting to be made. **Oberthur Card Systems**, for example, has just announced a major volume order by an unnamed European operator for (U) SIM cards with a memory capacity of 128KB and based on 32-bit technology.

If this demand continues, and as more operators enter the market, then this sort of order should become commonplace. And with increased demand for the SIM now coming from many different quarters, the telecoms industry could again become the powerhouse of the smart card industry.
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